
Brand Guidelines.

We are happy you are here and accessing this document. Please review our brand 

guidelines.
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BRAND GUIDELINESWHO ARE WE?

Who are 
we?

+10 is a sports app dedicated to helping amateur soccer players live soccer on another level. Our mobile 

application is available on Android and iOS, allowing amateur soccer athletes to train, play, compete and 

use professional services.

We provide a tailored experience to:

- Players:

- You will have access to all our exclusive physical preparation, injury prevention, and nutrition 

plans and all the information about your tournament.

- Trainers:

- We create personalized workout plans

- Library of training videos with description 

- Communication channels with your trainees

- Control and monitoring of your team

- Tournaments:

- Leaderboards

- Virtual observer feature

- Details of all matches

- Scorers / sanctioned players

- Control and monitoring of your team

- Fair play table

- Laws of the game and notifications

- Team shield logo maker



BRAND GUIDELINESPURPOSE , MISSION AND VISION

PURPOSE
To help amateur players feel like a pro so that we generate 

a community full of passion that can train, interact, and 

compete together.

MISSION
To democratize soccer worldwide and bring 

pro-level tools within reach.

One player, one team, one tournament, one training, one 

community, one city, one region, one country, one 

continent at a time. One world!

VISION To be the biggest amateur soccer community in the world.



BRAND GUIDELINESTAG LINE

TAG LINE

Like a Pro.



BRAND GUIDELINESPROBLEM AND SOLUTION

PROBLEM
Amateur soccer players who are active players have difficulty accessing 

tournaments, teams, and games to play. They also lack training tools to 

push them to be better.

SOLUTION
Our +10 App offers amateur soccer players services that only 

professionals usually have. 

Customized physical preparation, nutritional plans, statistics and 

coverage of the tournaments in which they play, e-market of soccer 

products, communication channels and even finding sponsors. 

Also, you can join teams, tournaments, and a passionate community.



BRAND GUIDELINESVALUES

VALUES HAPPINESS
Playing and training are fun. The joy of living.

COMMUNITY
You're part of this passionate group and have the 

support to excel.

GROWTH
Living a life of continuous improvement creates a 

better life experience.





BRAND GUIDELINESBRAND PERSONALITY

BRAND 
PERSONALITY
+10 embodies the brand archetypes: Everyman (40%) and 

Hero (60%).

We are innovative, professional, creative, thoughtful, 

respectful, altruist, purposeful, curious, and objective-driven. 

We are courageous, intelligent, funny, humble, hardworking, 

and collaborative.

We are human-first. The meaning behind this is we take every 

aspect of the human experience into account and try to create a 

culture with a sense of belonging, compassion, altruism, and 

support for one another. 

At the same time we are competitive, we strive to reach goals, we 

have a great sense of commitment and duty, yet we remain 

humble and do things for the greater good.

We believe technology should be an enabler of passion, and we 

ought to create a platform where we speak one-language, soccer.

https://nvision-that.com/brand-archetype-the-everyman/
https://nvision-that.com/brand-archetype-the-hero/


BRAND GUIDELINESTAG LINE

EVERYMAN
40% of our personality

Everyman brands tend to have or portray a family culture, welcoming 
and inviting. Their products or services may have mass appeal or be 
applicable to a broad audience, and are generally meeting a basic need, 
nothing fancy or extravagant.



BRAND GUIDELINESTAG LINE

HERO
60% of our personality

The Hero archetype is all about rising to the challenge, and it 

instinctively seeks to protect and inspire others. A hero represents or 

helps people develop discipline, focus, and strength.



BRAND GUIDELINESBRAND PERSONALITY

VOICE & 
TONE

We have 4 audiences where our tone varies.

The key to sounding like +10 is being 

compassionate, enthusiastic, daring, 

competitive, yet altruistic.

We use soccer jargon and casual. We are 

inclusive and democratize soccer but 

also dare people to push themselves to 

be better and grow.

Players – With players, we use more casual language with lots of 

soccer jargon. We want to excite them, inform them, and make 

them feel ” cozy.”

Tournaments – We are more educational, informative, and direct 

with tournament operators. We want to inspire, educate, and be 

a resource to them. 

Trainers – We want to be compelling, supportive, and innovative. 

We speak in semi-casual language and with jargon.

Brands – This is our most uptight voice use where we are very 

professional, informative, and direct, yet we show some casual 

language that stays true to our brand.



BRAND GUIDELINESVisual Guidelines

VISUAL



BRAND GUIDELINESPRIMARY LOGO

PRIMARY 
LOGO.

Primary logo shouldn’t be abstract or confusing, it 

should be legible and to the point

The logo was inspired by the number 10, since it is the 
number par excellence used by the best soccer 
players. We wanted our users to feel like stars while 
they are taking their first steps in the world of 
amateur soccer.

The symbol "+" refers to what was previously stated: 
that you would be another "number 10" in our 
community.

Parentheses signs arise as a symbol or character of 
something that encompasses our values and goals.



LOGO AND 
RETICLE

We have two versions of 

the logo depending on 

the space and medium to 

be published.

We have the complete 

version and a reduced 

version.

The complete version is 

the official use.
Complete Version Reduced Version

BRAND GUIDELINESLOGO AND RETICLE



SECURITY 
AREA.

A security area was established around the logo. This area must be free of graphic 

elements that interfere with the correct reading and perception of the brand, it is 

determined by the module extracted from the graphic element "o".

BRAND GUIDELINESSECURITY AREA



BRAND GUIDELINESSECURITY AREA



MINIMAL 
REDUCTIONS

As you might have guessed your 

primary logo is your main logo.

 

It should include your business 

name and maybe even imagery 

such as a simple illustration or icon. 

BRAND GUIDELINESMINIMAL REDUCTIONS



BRAND GUIDELINESCOMBINATION LOGO

Positive & 
Negative It is crucial to keep contrast between the background and the logo. 

For light backgrounds (preferably white) we use our logo in our official blue 

color. 

For dark backgrounds we use our logo in our official white color.

Correct use of our logo depending on background color



Do not cut the logo 

IMPROPER USE 
OF THE LOGO.

Do not change the color of the 
logo

Do not use gradient

Do not distort the logo

Do not rotate the logo

BRAND GUIDELINESUSE OF THE LOGO





BRAND GUIDELINESCOLOR PALETTE

COLOR PALETTE.



BRAND GUIDELINESCOLOR PALETTE

COLOR 
PALETTE.

We know how to combine color theory with business. When 

building a brand—just like when building a house or furniture—you 

need to understand how to use all the tools at your disposal.

We decided to use blue color as it conveys a sense of responsibility 

and trust. It is used to promote products in the wellness, 

technology, health and science sectors. The light blue tone was 

chosen to maintain a harmonious range pairing with blue.

Moreover, we decided to use orange color since it is an energetic 

color, which conveys a sense of friendship and ambition (which 

highlights +10 colors).

Finally, grey tones were chosen to be used in typeface, since we did 

not want to use pure black as it is a color that denotes too much 

seriousness for what we want to convey as an organization.

Our official color palette

HEX #0D3393
RGB 13-51-147  
CMYK 53-38-0-42

HEX #3762CC
RGB 55-98-204  
CMYK 58-42-0-20

HEX #FFAB00
RGB 255-171-0  
CMYK 0-33-100-0

HEX #C4C4C4
RGB 196-196-196  
CMYK 0-0-0-23

HEX #666666
RGB 102-102-102  
CMYK 0-0-0-60



BRAND GUIDELINESTYPOGRAPHY

TYPOGRAPHY



Montserrat regular

BRAND GUIDELINESPRIMARY TYPEFACE

PRIMARY 
TYPEFACE.

Montserrat typeface was selected because it is very versatile and 

wide in terms of the thickness, a quality that makes it refined, 

strong and highly-legible. 

It is an urban typeface which does not convey elegance as it is  

not handwritten but a sans-serif typeface. Fun and geometric 

letterforms make this typeface approachable with a sense of 

warmth and energy, which makes it appealing to our target 

audience.

It has well-marked straight strokes, which together with Its 

round features and square terminals make it very attractive to 

web and user interface designers.

Combine color theory with business. When 

building a brand you need to understand how to 

use all the tools at your disposal.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnñopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnñopqrstuvwxyz

Montserrat semibold



BRAND GUIDELINESSECONDARY TYPEFACE

Combine color theory with business. When 

building a brand you need to understand how to 

use all the tools at your disposal.

SECONDARY 
TYPEFACE.
Oswald regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnñopqrstuvwxyz

Oswald is a condensed typeface which appearance and 

forcefulness of its characters denote a sense of seriousness and 

personality. Oswald stands out for its formal, authentic and 

avant-garde style, which makes it ideal for titles or important 

statements. Oswald is legible on the screen so it’s great for 

internet users who are consuming content on mobile versions.



BRAND GUIDELINESPrint Design

PRINT DESIGN



BRAND GUIDELINESBUSINESS CARD

BUSINESS 
CARD.

COUNTOMOO STUDIO

WWW.COUNTOMOO.COM





BRAND GUIDELINESPHOTOGRAPHY

PHOTOGRAPHY



BRAND GUIDELINESPHOTOGRAPHY

FRAMING



PHOTOGRAPHY



PHOTOGRAPHY


